
Sparsholt College was established 
at the beginning of the 20th 
century and is set in 183 hectares 
of beautiful Hampshire countryside. 
It is recognised as one of the 
UK’s leading land-based colleges 
with a national and international 
reputation.

Students on courses across all abilities work with the grounds 
team to maintain the Horticulture department, campus grounds 
and six hectares of sports pitches.

Sparsholt College delivers the Horticulture, Greenkeeper and 
Landscape Operative Apprenticeship Standards and trains up to 
120 apprentices a year. A team of five sector specialists supports 
employers in the horticulture and landscaping sectors to develop 
the gardening talent of the future.

For more information please call or visit:
      01962 776441         sparsholt.ac.uk
     Or find us on Facebook, Twitter  
and Instagram

We would like to take this opportunity to thank 
the following, together with an anonymous 
donor, for their generous support:
Hazel, Keith and George Smith
Margaret Chin-Wolf, Thomas Wolf

Design Concept:  
Chris Bird, Lecturer in Horticulture 
Design and Construction:  
Level 3 Students in Horticulture 
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“Approaching Maggie’s you get a true 
sense of tranquillity. They provide an oasis 
of calm and support to us all who have the 

misfortune of developing and having to learn 
to live with cancer.”

Stuart and Celia, centre visitors

Scan here for 
the indicative 

plant list

To find out more about Maggie’s, visit 
maggies.org

Everyone’s home of cancer care
Maggie Keswick Jencks Cancer Caring Centres Trust  
(Maggie’s) is a registered charity, no. SC024414

Home from Home

‘Home from Home’ Team



Garden features 
Gothic style windows 
A series of windows represent 
the various starting points after a 
cancer diagnosis. Stained-glass  
has provided beauty and inspiration 
throughout history and continuing 
to the present day, as we celebrate 
the United Nations Year of Glass in 
2022.

Dominic Welch sculpture –  
Rising Form 
Dominic’s purity of form invokes 
natural harmonies that calm the 
senses and spark the imagination. 
The subtle curves belie the hard, 
stubborn stone beneath.

RHS Plant of the Year 2022 Entries
Forsythia × intermedia  
JOHN MITCHELL (‘Discovery’) 
This cultivar was found as a branch 
sport in the garden of the late John 
Mitchell, who, after being diagnosed 
with dementia, sadly died in 2013. 
Having served in the merchant navy, 
John’s love was the sea with one of 
his last ships being RV ‘Discovery’.

Geranium pratense ‘Storm Cloud’  
This disease resistant and 
temperature tolerant cultivar 
has been developed by Helen 
Warrington at Ty Cwm Nursery in 
Wales; this provenance ensures it is 
perfectly suited to UK gardens. 

Gardens and gardening as well 
as being enjoyable, can be good 
for you. Studies have shown that 
gardening improves general 
health, and can help reduce 
both stress and anxiety. It can 
refocus attention when we feel 
overwhelmed, boost mood and 
improve balance.

‘Home from Home’ takes 
inspiration from Maggie’s 
recognition that the space 
around us (whether inside or 
out) creates an environment 
which helps people to find the 
emotional space they need. The 
planting you see engages all the 
senses, encouraging calmness 

and contemplation with different 
viewpoints and areas of interest. 

Maggie’s in Southampton 
provides free emotional and 
practical support for people with 
cancer and their families and 
friends. The centre is a warm 
and welcoming place, with 
professional staff on hand to offer 
the support people need to find 
their way through cancer. 

Maggie’s relies on voluntary 
donations from the local 
community so that the 
Cancer Support Specialists, 
Psychologists and other 
specialist staff can provide this 
support all year round for free.

Home from Home
Proudly supporting Maggie’s in Southampton

Maggie’s in Southampton


